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Technology company builds desert ghost town
An American technology firm is building a town the size of Bristol in the desert in New
Mexico but nobody will live there.
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TECHNOLOGY MOST VIEWED

Uninhabited cities are usually more associated with dystopia and nuclear warfare than the
development of green technology.
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The ‘Centre for Innovation, Testing and Evaluation’ will be a ghost town,
20 miles square, that will be used for testing ‘smart city’ technologies,
such as traffic control, smart power grids, cyber security and self-driving
vehicles.
Pegasus Global Holdings, a technology company based in Washington,
DC, plans to spend $200 million over the next three years building the
facility.
The New Mexico Economic Development Department said the Centre
would “resemble a mid-sized American city, including urban canyons,
suburban neighbourhoods, rural communities and distant localities.”
Most towns and cities have an infrastructure that has been patched
together over decades, or even centuries, of growth and development.
Taking a new piece of cutting edge technology and applying it to that
infrastructure can be fraught with difficulties, not least the inconvenience
caused to a town's inhabitants should things go wrong.
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In order to test how new technologies will work with existing city
infrastructures, Pegasus plans to build a mixture of old and new
technologies into the Centre, to replicate a real city.
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Unmanned vehicle technologies, green and clean energy technologies
and wireless infrastructure are just some of the things that could be
tested at the facility once it is ready.
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Pegasus says: “The Centre will be home to a transportation
highway/road network consisting of both high-speed, urban canyon,
suburban and rural roads permitting testing and demonstration of new
Intelligent Transportation System technologies, which are advancing
rapidly in Europe and Asia.”
Companies, universities and government laboratories are among those
who are expected to pay to test their technology at the Centre and
additional revenue will come from the sale of excess water, power and
other utilities.
Susana Martinez, governor of New Mexico, welcomed the plan, which will
generate around 4,000 jobs in the state. "We are pleased to be able to
offer the resources, open spaces, and talented workforce required to
make this effort a success. My administration is committed to an ongoing
relationship with Pegasus that will allow the Center to thrive and create
New Mexico jobs,” she said.
Pegasus are undertaking a five month feasibility study at the moment,
and, should that go well, anticipate completion by 2014.
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Oh what a delightful caption!
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"Uninhabited cities are usually more associated with dystopia and nuclear
warfare than the development of green technology. "
No dear, green technology is exactly what will lead to uninhabited cities.
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ronnytigs
Yesterday 09:14 AM
Whilst I can understand the rationale, spending all that money on a new city
WITHOUT inhabitants is bizarre in the extreme.

cjon
09/18/2011 10:55 PM
eventually androids will be introduced, into different zones, and holiday makers
will be invited to stay there, all ending with one of the robots - dressed in black,
wearing a 10 gallon hat over his bald head - going on the rampage and tracking
you down ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, cooool cant wait !
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Can I move in please? Its sounds very quiet and I won't have other people's kids
running around!
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I know EXACTLY how you feel! Can I join you?
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jpotter
Yesterday 12:20 PM
Yes, but only if you stay on your side of town!
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Social Media Reactions
e-intelligent
Today 11:20 AM
From twitter
The city of the future: http://t.co/pUDqfP0p

e-intelligent
Today 11:20 AM
From twitter
The city of the future: http://t.co/4jmf7H8w

LearningTechnologies
Today 10:52 AM
From twitter
RT @AccessPlanIT: News: Technology company builds desert ghost town to test revolutionary tech
http://t.co/C7RSJ6DW

accessplanit
Today 10:10 AM
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From twitter
News: Technology company builds desert ghost town to test revolutionary tech http://t.co/C7RSJ6DW

Jorge L. Salas Cruz
Today 02:37 AM
From twitter
RT @tulios41: En pleno entorno hostil se construirá la ciudad del futuro conectada y con la tecnología de punta
http://t.co/s7x0SdKJ
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Today 02:27 AM
From twitter
En pleno entorno hostil se construirá la ciudad del futuro conectada y con la tecnología de punta
http://t.co/s7x0SdKJ

Eric Osmus
Yesterday 11:08 PM
From twitter
http://t.co/UWi27bon. Pretty cool

D3viant
Yesterday 09:30 PM
From twitter
Technology company builds desert ghost town - Telegraph http://t.co/ZT1NWP5t via @Telegraph

Mark Benak
Yesterday 08:11 PM
From twitter
RT @Wendy92: An American technology firm is building a town in the desert in NM but nobody will live there.
http://t.co/KGjxxju3 #NM
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From twitter
Technology company builds desert ghost town - Telegraph http://ow.ly/6y0jr
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